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Little Shop of Horrors
1985

little shop of horrors is a rock musical by composer alan menken and writer howard ashman about a hapless florist shop worker seymour who nurtures a plant
audrey ii and discovers that it s bloodthirsty and highly intelligent forcing him to kill to feed it the musical is based on the low budget 1960 black comedy film the
little shop of horrors directed by roger corman the music composed by menken in the style of early 1960s rock and roll doo wop and early motown includes several
well known tunes including the title song skid row downtown somewhere that s green and suddenly seymour amazon com

The Little Shop of Horrors Book
1988-01-01

looks at the original roger corman film provides interviews with the actors involved in the project and looks at the broadway and movie musical versions

Little Shoppe of Horrors #36
1998

little shoppe of horrors 36 i am the king of my kind the making of universal s 1979 dracula in 1979 universal studios and producer walter mirisch going from the
massive success of the revival of dracula on broadway with frank langella as the count committed themselves to a big budget opulent version of both the play and
the novel from that came a beautiful wonderfully presented and acted gothic horror romance in little shoppe of horrors 36 we present an in depth study of how the
play came about that lead to the film and a complete production history of the filming spearheading this is filmmaker and historian constantine nasr who has gone
way above and beyond to assemble a fascinating history of play and movie he has interviewed the play john wulp producer alan coates jonathan harker the film
walter mirisch producer john badham director who has also opened up his personal scrapbooks to us w d rick richter screenwriter who let us borrow his hand
written scripts and script notes production meeting with mirisch and badham frank langella dracula john bloom film editor ian lewis head of universal uk hugh
harlow production manager peter robb king head makeup simon murton son of production designer peter murton peter young set dresser gil taylor director of
photography rare archive interview bill taylor assistant to matte designer albert whitlock plus stand alone interviews with trevor eve jonathan harker jan francis
mina john williams music composer contributions from laurent bouzereau bruce g hallenbeck sam irvin dennis lynch michael augustine reed gary d rhodes kevin
shinnick and markus wallasvaara

Shop of Horrors
2024-02-17
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in 1994 michael durwood griffith began a 2 week crime spree of sexual assault and murder here is the chilling true story of this killer who lurked behind the badge
of a lawman until he became the only ex law enforcement officer on death row

Little Shoppe of Horrors magazine #17
2008-02-12

the making of captain clegg s night creatures by bruce g hallenbeck the best of hammer s pirate adventures this 1961 classic blends a mixture of the supernatural
those marsh phantoms and great action with peter cushing patrick allen oliver reed yvonne romain and michael ripper it remains one of hammer s greatest films
interviews with john temple smith producer peter graham scott director patrick allen lead actor peter cushing wrote his own dr syn script at the time wayne kinsey
and producer john temple smith talk about this forgotten treasure the horrible historie of dr syn denis meikle looks at the dr syn novels of russell thorndyke the
ladies of hammer 5 jonathan sothcott talks to linda hayden taste the blood of dracula blood on satan s claw a photographic tour behind the scenes at hammer full
page photos showing interior and exterior sets and how hammer filmed their horrors interview with kenneth hyman by denis meikle hyman and his father were the
secret powers behind the throne at hammer find out about the inside dealings during hammer s heyday the corporate house of hammer by wes walker to keep the
company afloat hammer played many business games and operated under many different company names wes walker takes you behind the scenes on the business
history of our favorite horror film company also the latest in book and magazine reviews hammer news dvd reviews hundreds of rare photographs including many
behind the scenes front cover painting by steve karchin back cover painting by norm bryn interior art by bruce timm neil vokes murad gumen adrian salmon

Little Shop of Horrors 73
2000

this edition of double edge magazine is our entertainment edition which features an exclusive inside look at little shop of horrors

Pet Shop of Horrors: Tokyo Volume 1
1994-04-15

the nightmares associated with the pet shop operated by count d in los angeles have ceased in the several years since he left town but someone by the same name
just opened a new exotic pet shop in tokyo

A Study Guide for Howard Ashman's "Little Shop of Horrors"
2015-09-29
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a study guide for howard ashman s little shop of horrors excerpted from gale s acclaimed drama for students this concise study guide includes plot summary
character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature project trust drama for
students for all of your research needs

LITTLE Shop of Horrors
2013-11-30

little shoppe of horrors 25 blood on satan s claw this 1971 film really woke up audiences of the time with outstanding acting and some prime nudity by the likes of
linda hayden good direction and a powerful moody musical score while somewhat like witchfinder general in feel it is totally original in every way we look into the
making of this cult classic featuring confessions of a lifer hammer style andy macdougall presented hammer films in prison to a class that included several
murderers fiona subotsky remembering milton subotsky the wife of milton subotsky on her husband and amicus films interview conducted by john hamilton the
godfather of british exploitation tony tenser remembered by john hamilton the man behind tigon films who financed the blood on satan s claw are you afeard the
making of the blood on satan s claw by bruce g hallenbeck interviews with malcolm heyworth producer piers haggard director robert wynne simmons screenwriter
actors robin davies simon williams and tamara ustinov give me my skin blood on satan s claw and the devil films of the 1970s by david del valle terence fisher the
hammer years part two of reviews of all of terence fisher s fantasy films letters to lsoh fanzine and book reviews hammer news hundreds of rare photos 100 pages
on glossy paper original artwork by neil vokes frank dietz bruce timm mike schneider ande marsh adrian salmon shana bilbrey murad gumen dan gallagher jr and
shane ivan oakley

Little Shoppe of Horrors #25 - Blood on Satan's Claw
1994-06-01

a chilling thriller that forms part of the bone chillers series of stories for children

Little Pet Shop of Horrors (BC 2)
2012-09-04

reader beware you choose the scare give yourself goosebumps you re walking through a creepy part of town when you find a new comic shop milos comics dungeon
dungeon is right the place is dusty dingy and really dark you can see the comics are awesome but there s something you can t see trouble it s waiting for you if you
choose to go downstairs watch out for milo the mutant he s got big bad plans for you what you say you d rather stay upstairs not such a great idea unless you want
to battle the worst villains in the history of comics do you have what it takes to be a superhero the choice is yours in this scary goosebumps adventure that s packed
with over 20 super spooky endings
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Little Comic Shop of Horrors
2013

a compendium of unusual and inventive modern horror stories that respect the grand tradition of classic gothic horror and add a modern angle with illustrations by
rod fleming

Little Comic Shop of Horrors (Give Yourself Goosebumps #17)
2003-06-17

little shoppe of horrors 12 132 pages from 1994 dennis wheatley was one of the best known writers on the supernatural in the world when in 1967 and 1975
hammer decided to bring three of his greatest stories to the screen dennis wheatley at hammer by bruce g hallenbeck the making of the devil rides out the making
of the lost continent the making of to the devil a daughter interviews with christopher lee anthony hinds james bernard charles gray rosalyn landor michael carreras
dana gillespie hands across the water the hammer seven arts alliance by chris koetting sir james carreras the man who would be king by denis meikle i met david
peel by carl del vecchio oscar martinez at bray the ladies of hammer interviews with raquel welch valerie leon stephanie beacham career article on yutte stensgaard
by nicolas barbano quatermass and the pit revisited interviews with barbara shelley julian glover andrew keir hammer s old guard interviews with francis matthews
hugh and pauline harlow noel willman horrors of the black nylon museum magazine nude shots of all your favorite hammer and british horror actresses by jimmy
zero front cover painting by steve karchin

A Little Shop of Horrors
1999-10-01

another creepy tale for beside the campfire or beneath the covers from twisted sisters annette and gina cascone s deadtime stories now a hit show on nickelodeon
peter newman really wants a twenty one speed mountain bike that s the grand prize for his school s talent competition all he needs is a talent so when peter sees an
ad for the little magic shop of horrors he and his best friend bo rush right over for only 9 95 peter buys a magic kit and becomes peter the great now he can do
tricks even houdini couldn t perform the only problem is peter can t undo the tricks but that doesn t bother him too much until he wins the talent contest by taking
off bo s head will peter be able to save his headless best friend at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm
applied

Little Shoppe of Horrors #12
2005-01-11
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the three bbc serials devoted to prof bernard quatermass were huge hits on british television in the 1950s hammer made wonderful versions of the first two the
quatermass xperiment 1954 and quatermass 2 1956 but it would be 1967 before hammer produced the most intelligent feature film version of the three quatermass
and the pit are we now the martians find out the complete history behind this landmark science fiction classic v we are the martians now the making of quatermass
and the pit by bruce g hallenbeck v rudolph cartier the man behind the bbc quatermass interview by chris knight v quatermass speaks john carpenter on hammer
horror and the importance of bernard quatermass interview by constantine nasr v hammer genesis this is how it all began the story of the carreras and hinds
families the early years of hammer and exclusive films and what lead up to the hammer we would all know and love special feature by denis meikle v marie
devereux the stranglers of bombay the brides of dracula the pirates of blood river a visual tribute to this hammer films icon v the price of candy the making of never
take sweets from a stranger thoughtful and powerful look at child molestation and murder with perhaps the worst monster in any hammer film only film hammer
producer anthony hinds was ever proud of by constantine nasr all our regular features are back letters to lsoh ralph s one and only travelling review company
hammer news lots of original artwork and rare photos covers front fold out cover by mark maddox back cover by shane ivan oakley inside front fold out cover by
david brooks inside front cover by paul watts inside back cover by stewart mckissick the best hammer coverage since 1972

Little Shop of Horrors
2004-05-04

by 1975 hammer films was nearly broke and hanging on by the skin of their teeth trying to get a profitable film into production they had been working with emi
their british distributor and a german company on the dennis wheatley to the devil a daughter when it came out in 1976 it was a big hit but it did not save hammer
in the end read the crazy story behind to the devil a daughter by david taylor from the very beginning when christopher lee met dennis wheatley through hammer s
1967 the devil rides out lee s charlemagne production of nothing but the night then the wicker man and finally the traumatic trip to get to the devil a daughter
made the road to hell the making of to the devil a daughter and the unmaking of hammer by david taylor nastassja kinski exclusive interview by nicolas barbano
british character actors 8 peter sallis by david williams for hammer fans it was 1969 s taste the blood of dracula for the rest of the world wallace of wallace gromit
and last of the summer wine hammer the hyman years denis meikle interviews kenneth hyman about warnerbros 7arts connection to hammer hammer s final
frontier the making of moon zero two by bruce g hallenbeck a space western that didn t work and destroyed hammer s long term relationship with warner bros from
moon zero two to space 1999 catherine schell interview by susan cowie moon zero two or how one boy s dream became a reality mike tilley on working for les
bowie on the fx for mz2 all our regular features are back letters to lsoh ralph s one and only travelling review company hammer news front cover by belle dee shana
bilbrey back cover by paul watts inside front cover by mike schneider inside back cover by dan gallagher jr

Deadtime Stories: Little Magic Shop of Horrors
2023-03-22

little shoppe of horrors 31 we have an interesting balance of films we are covering in this issue with lots of inside information great stories and photos featuring
hammer 1971 demons of the mind a truly original story that was hardly distributed in the uk or the usa but was thought provoking beautifully photographed and
acted not a classic but one of hammer better films of the 1970s y bruce g hallenbeck interviews with frank godwin producer by denis meikle peter sykes director by
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jonathan sothcott robert hardy baron zorn by david taylor shane briant emil by bruce g hallenbeck virginia wetherell inge by bruce g hallenbeck peter sykes after
hammer by david taylor no laughing matter the making of trog it is one of those so awful it is fun to watch films produced by herman cohen directed by freddie
francis and starring joan crawford and michael gough the whole behind the scenes story by john hamilton the making and censorship of william castle s the old dark
house hammer 1961 columbia pictures combined their two horror super stars william castle and hammer for their one and only film together by tim rogerson
another in our series of a history of horror film fanzines cinefantastique citizen clarke by tim lucas cfq british correspondent by chris knight all our regular features
fools rush in editorial by the famous klem letters to lsoh ralph s one and only traveling reviews company and hammer news front cover by steve karchin inside cover
by paul watts back cover by mark maddox lots of original artwork and rare photos

Little Shoppe of Horrors #40
1997

a boy must save his headless best friend when a talent show magic act goes horribly awry

Little Shoppe of Horrors #39
2024-03-20

a smoke filled alley in chinatown harbors count d s pet shop the pets sold here aren s your everyday variety and the count prides himself on selling love and dreams
in the form of magical creatures that come with an exclusive contract but buyers beware if the contract is broken the count cannot be held accountable for
whatever may happen a fascinating and macabre look into the very soul of human nature

Little Shoppe of Horrors #31
1988

little shoppe of horrors 34 terence fisher s romatic hero in 1961 hollywood star cary grant came to hammer about making a horror film with them the phantom of
the opera that hard to believe arrangement never came off but hammer would go on to make a very stylish and affecting version of the leroux story it was the film
though that sent hammer s best director terence fisher into the wilderness of cheaper productions as he was held responsible for the lack of box office in the united
kingdom it was a big hit in the u s a now lsoh gives you the inside story of this wonderfully romantic and beautifully made movie featuring the making of hammer s
1961 the phantom of the opera by bruce g hallenbeck the phantom of the opera a musical reminiscence by farnham scott edwin astley music composer interview by
randall larson my memories of heather sears christine by duncan moss jane merrow by colin beardmore the phantom and the censor a phantom for all the family by
denis meikle michael gough by dr david soren both eyes open an in depth look at hammer s phantom by kirk henderson prologue the opera ghost the universal
phantoms before hammer by denis meikle also in the issue interviews burt kwouk cato in the pink panther series the terror of the tongs curse of the fly conducted
by david taylor susan penhaligon the land that time forgot the louis jourdan dracula conducted by mark f berry a history of horror film fanzines black oracle
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cinemacabre by richard klemensen george stover steve vertlieb david ellis front cover by mark maddox back cover by neil vokes inside front cover by adrian salmon
inside back cover by paul watts

Little Magic Shop of Horrors

little shoppe of horrors 5 aka the hammer journal 1 for one issue in 1980 we attempted to start a four times a year newsletter devoted to hammer the hammer
management shot us down but in this extremely rare and hard to find issue only 400 copies ever printed ebay prices sometimes run over 500 you get current
company news coverage of the first hammercon in london with photos taken of the guests includes an interviews with anthony hinds producer

Pet Shop of Horrors Volume 1

welcome to chinatown during your visit be sure to stop by count d s pet shop where love and dreams are sold in the form of mythical creatures but not without a
catch the buyer must adhere to a set of rules which if broken may result in death or worse page 4 of cover

Little Shoppe of Horrors #34

count d and leon are abducted by terrorists a terrifying creature haunts a christmas eve and the untalented daughter of accomplished musicians receives a
disturbing answer to her prayers also includes a flowers and the detective side story

Little Comic Shop of Horrors #17

little shoppe of horrors 32 by 1973 hammer had been sold by sir james carreras to his son michael carreras at a period when the british film industry was collapsing
leaving michael to search for new ideas and financing sources for hammer films this led him to the shaw brothers the far east s major producer of movies and out of
that came the legend of the 7 golden vampires which wildly integrated western ideals of vampires with eastern legends peter cushing was back as van helsing for
the last time while hong kong super star david chiang led the brothers and sister on a battle to save their village from the golden vampires little shoppe of horrors
32 takes you behind the scenes in that east did not always meet west as the two companies clashed on how the film should be made but in the final analysis it came
out fun and very colorful featuring black belts vs black magic the making of hammer shaw bros the legend of the 7 golden vampires by bruce g hallenbeck
interviews with robin stewart leyland van helsing roy ward baker director renee glynne continuity woman john forbes robertson count dracula also in the issue a
tribute to the late hammer producer anthony hinds a little shoppe of horrors tribute anthony hinds the man who made monsters in his own words by denis meikle
hello old love the stage work of anthony hinds after hammer by paul scott the first original hammer house of theatre by robert je simpson plus interview with
raymond huntley hammer s the mummy and one of the first stage draculas conducted by david williams front cover by mark maddox back cover by bruce timm
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inside covers by lee copeland and bob lizarraga lots of original artwork and rare photos

Little Shoppe of Horrors #5 (aka The Hammer Journal #1)

little shoppe of horrors 29 2011 was the vincentennial for vincent price and lsoh celebrates with the most complete coverage ever on his two dr phibes films the
abominable dr phibes and dr phibes rises again with in depth interviews with all the key figures in front of and behind the camera the kind of coverage you have
come to expect from little shoppe of horrors these last 40 years featuring special introductions and interviews exclusive to lsoh with tim burton and frank darabont
about vincent price and dr phibes the kind of fiend that wins the making of the abominable dr phibes by justin humphreys massive production history with special
sidebar features by lem kitaj david taylor alan wightman sam irvin derek botelho and dennis lynch vulnavia 1 not introducing virginia north by david taylor
abandoning the obvious the brilliant life and art of brian eatwell by justin humphreys a date with dr phibes by denis meikle the unphilmed phibes from the fingers of
dr pibe to somewhere over the rainbow by david taylor and sam irvin dr phibes regrets he is unable to lunch today madam vincent price by david delvalle the stings
in the tale the making of dr phibes rises again by bruce g hallenbeck with sidebar by fred olen ray vulnavia 2 valli kemp interviewed by richard klemensen
biederbeck s river of no return robert quarry by david delvalle fiona fatale fiona lewis by david delvalle front cover by jeff preston back cover by mark maddox
interior covers by dean ormston and paul watts interior art by john cebollero lee copeland frank dietz gary fellows dan gallagher murad gumen justin humphreys
mark maddox constantine nasr shane ivan oakley james o barr adrian salmon mike schneider bruce timm and neil vokes

Pet Shop of Horrors Volume 10

little shoppe of horrors 4 published in 1978 this 140 page monster was called by hammer producer anthony hinds bloody brilliant now i know more about hammer
than from the 30 years i spent with the company our first color cover and slick paper typeset hammer yesterday today and tomorrow 100 page study of hammer
films the first such complete coverage includes interviews with michael carreras head of hammer anthony nelson keys producer roy ward baker director val guest
director john gilling director dozens more interviews complete coverage of each aspect of hammer loaded with rare behind the scenes photos

Pet Shop of Horrors Volume 6

little shoppe of horrors presents little shoppe of horrors 37 a living hell that time forgot the making of hammer s 1967 the lost continent or beasts bosoms and
balloons hammer s wildest movie based on famed british writer dennis wheatley s uncharted seas it was the most expensive film hammer had made up to that time
top notch cast fun effects by disney academy award winning spfx man robert a mattey and a story that combines a ship of fools with a wild exotic sargasso sea
setting and those balloons rondo winning author bruce g gore hallenbeck gives you the complete behind the scenes story robert a mattey and his lost continent
monsters darryl read is el supremo gerard schurmann and the music from the lost continent from balloons to the blues interview with dana gillespie sara by michael
augustine reed paradise hammer style interview with suzanna leigh unity by doug pam murray also in the issue a history of horror film fanzines castle of
frankenstein by christopher m o brien who gives you th in depth story of cof and its unique creator editor calvin t beck thank goodness it s only for two weeks roy
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skeggs a lifetime in hammer films in his own words the man who supervised produced satanic rites of dracula frankenstein and the monster from hell to the devil a
daughter hammer house of horror hammer house of mystery suspense then owned hammer films great inside stories with lots of photos and art sword sorcery
productions limited present lost in lemuria milton subotsky harley cokeliss s unmade production of thongor in the valley of demons by micah s harris what might
have been an epic sword sorcery stop motion animation film with an edgar rice burroughs feel the shadow of the cat by tim rogerson the making of hammer s 1960
thriller with barbara shelley and andre morell all our regular features are back letters to lsoh ralph s one and only travelling review company hammer news front
cover by rondo winner mark maddox back cover by dr who artist adrian salmon inside front cover by warner bros artist producer bruce timm inside back cover by
dan gallagher jr the best hammer coverage since 1972

Little Shoppe of Horrors #32

pop tate is the glue holding riverdale together whether everyone realizes or not his chock lit shoppe is the beating heart of the city where everyone can stop in for a
delicious bite and some safe haven even the worst sorts and not just the run of the mill rapscallions who recently broke the jukebox when a young riverdale couple
nick st clair and sherry thyme attempt to dine and dash on the humble small business owner they quickly discover the fryer grease isn t the only heart stopping
thing about the chock lit shoppe from tales of mystery meat to the unnatural visitors that dine late at night this anthology tells stories about the horrors that happen
at riverdale s beloved malt shop and how pop tate is at the center of it all the most powerful figure in riverdale providing haven to all sorts of terrors and
underhanded villainy

Little Shoppe of Horrors Issue #29

little shoppe of horrors 13 the hammer dracula films make up one of the most popular horror series ever made from 1957 to 1974 nine films seven with christopher
lee were built around bram stoker s classic character now little shoppe of horrors 13 takes you behind the scenes on the making of dracula has risen from the grave
taste the blood of dracula and scars of dracula filmed in 1968 1969 and 1970 this un official trilogy is a fan favorite inside production information interviews with
the production crew members an exclusive to lsoh interview with dracula himself christopher lee we talk with has risen veronica carlson and barbara ewing taste
linda hayden isla blair martin jarvis geoffrey keen and peter sallis scars christopher matthews and delia lindsey and many more interviews the producer directors
composer etc dozens of rare photos with many behind the scenes shots plus gorgeous color cover by steve karchin interior artwork by bruce timm neil vokes
tributes to peter cushing and michael carreras letters news on hammer books videos music and even more interviews a color section devoted to hammer s dracula

Little Shoppe of Horrors # 4

little shoppe of horrors 24 hammer mummy films after the success of their remakes of frankenstein and dracula hammer next undertook to film universal s mummy
films using elements from all five of the universal series from that came terence fisher s classic the mummy followed by the curse of the mummy s tomb the mummy
s shroud and blood from the mummy s tomb they were all very enjoyable with rampaging mummies and beautiful girls who could ask for more featuring hammer s
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historical mummy by susan cowie peter cushing s hollywood diaries by paul welsh remembering 1959 michael carreras in conversation with denis meikle the
making of the mummy the curse of the mummy s tomb the mummy s shroud blood from the mummy s tomb isobel let down your hair an interview with yvonne
furneaux conducted by david del valle 100 pages color covers by mike schneider and bruce timm interior art by neil vokes adrian salmon shana bilbrey frank dietz
dan gallagher jr murad gumen shane ivan oakley

Little Shoppe of Horrors #37

peter buys a magic kit in a strange little magic shop and becomes peter the great now he can do tricks even houdini couldn t perform the only problem is peter can
t undo the tricks but that doesn t bother him too much not until he wins the talent show by taking off his best friend s head

Pop's Chocklit Shoppe of Horrors

our second issue appeared in march 1973 86 pages with 80 stills a tribute to bernard robinson by stephen pickard amicus two s a company amicus a bbc special on
the set of asylum a history of amicus by dick klemensen interviews with milton subotsky producer freddie francis director and robert bloch scriptwriter filmography
supplement where milton subotsky looks at each film of amicus film previews reviews of dracula is dead and well and living in london later the satanic rites of
dracula vault of horror frankenstein and the monster from hell i monster countess dracula baron blood battle for the planet of the apes night of the lepus nothing
but the night dr phibes rises again blacula the deathmaster nightmare park and now the screaming starts terror in the wax museum death line asylum crucible of
terror the legend of hell house tales that witness madness the asphyx film news for 1972 1973 interview with spanish horror actor paul naschy

Little Shoppe of Horrors #13

little shoppe of horrors 35 when hammer films produced their ground breaking the curse of frankenstein in 1956 they would eventually make the decision that their
series would revolve around baron frankenstein peter cushing and not his creation as in the original universal series and that character would go through many
evolutions the revenge of frankenstein in 1958 and the evil of frankenstein in 1963 until we had the baron of 1966 s frankenstein created woman and 1969 s
frankenstein must be destroyed lsoh 35 takes you behind the scenes of these two wonderful films with production information interviews and lots of llustrations
featuring v who am i the making of frankenstein created woman by bruce g hallenbeck the sets of fcw by wayne kinsey christopher neame remembers fcw james
bernard by david huckvale v interview with derek fowlds johann by susan and colin cowie v interview with robert morris hans by david taylor v i fancy that i am the
spider and you are the fly frankenstein the making of frankenstein must be destroyed by bruce g hallenbeck bernard robinson s sets by wayne kinsey v interview
with simon ward by wayne kinsey v interview with veronica carlson anna by bruce g hallenbeck v sir christopher lee he may not have been who you might have
thought he was by tom johnson v christopher lee talks dracula with bill kelley v british character actors 7 barry warren by david williams star of kiss of the vampire
devil ship pirates frankenstein created woman v another in our series of a history of horror film fanzines fantastic worlds by richard klemensen and dr david soren
our regular features fools rush in editorial by the famous klem letters to lsoh ralph s one and only traveling reviews company and hammer news front cover by jim
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salvati special fold out cover from frankenstein created woman back cover by bruce timm inside front cover by david robinson inside back cover by paul watts lots
of original artwork and rare photos the best hammer coverage since 1972

Little Shoppe of Horrors #24 - Hammer Mummy films

pop s chock lit shoppe has been around for what feels like forever but how in this thrilling horror anthology we learn just how pop s infamous malt shop came to
harbor such evils and the cursed deals he makes to ensure his doors always stay open from the full creative team that brought you last year s successful pop s
chock lit shoppe of horrors we learn the nefarious origin of the beloved hometown haunt with stories filled with shady business deals carnivorous plants and the
horrors of small business ownership

Little Magic Shop of Horrors

our first issue appeared in june 1972 70 pages with 40 stills it includes aip a brief visit to the world of monsters motorcycles and beach parties by gary j levinson a
visit with roy ashton our first interview with hammer s master makeup artist hammer the home of fantasy films by g r parfitt our old pal gary parfitt takes you
behind the scenes on the filming of plague of the zombies when he visited the set back in 1965 at hammer s bray studios dracula legend or reality by alan dodd a
review of the curse of frankenstein by chris fellner our special feature hammer their world of fantasy films by yours truly our first attempt to chronicle the history of
our favorite horror film company so much more to come over the next 36 years film previews reviews of demons of the mind tales from the crypt fear in the night
straight on till morning the creeping flesh asylum dracula a d 1972 blood from the mummy s tomb dr jekyll and sister hyde hands of the ripper twins of evil vampire
circus

Little Shoppe of Horrors #2

Little Shoppe of Horrors #35

Pop's Chock'lit Shoppe of Horrors: Fresh Meat (One-Shot)
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